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Dedication

The first editor of this Handbook, Professor Frederick S. Lee, died during the final stages of its preparation, following the rapid onset of lung cancer. The Handbook represents the culmination of a tenacious academic career engaging thousands of economists in a project to construct a heterodox alternative to the aggressive monolithism of orthodox economics.

Fred had an infectious enthusiasm and doggedness in his heterodox mission; he is remembered by colleagues for his firm opinions solidly grounded in a broad interdisciplinarity yet thorough scholarship; by his students for his generous, inspirational teaching and mentoring; and by his opponents for his tenaciousness. He was not content to be an armchair academic but built institutions to carry heterodox research and teaching forward independently of any individuals. He established the Association of Heterodox Economics, originally conceived as a fringe event at the Royal Economic Association, in 1999; the Heterodox Economics Newsletter in 2004; he served on the boards of numerous heterodox organizations and journals; and documented the growth of the movement in his History of Heterodox Economics (Lee, 2009). In his last weeks, he fondly recalled lines from the ballad of ‘Joe Hill’: ‘Says Joe, “What they forgot to kill/Went on to organize . . .”’ (Hayes and Robinson 1936).

Fred saw the future of heterodox economics in the emerging generations of graduate students and always went out of his way to welcome new faces at the various heterodox conferences worldwide. There are numerous accounts of conference newbies being approached by Fred with the question, ‘What have you brought here?’ On hearing of his cancer diagnosis, Fred’s reaction was not to wallow in regret but to immediately establish a Heterodox Economics Scholarship Fund, to support graduate student studies in heterodox economics: http://heterodoxnews.com/leefs/fsl-scholarship.

The Handbook of Research Methods and Applications in Heterodox Economics was a vitally important project for Fred in this context; graduate student access to mixed methods training was critical to challenging the monolithic hand of orthodox econometric modeling. A Handbook with a solid introduction to a wide range of methods would provide tools for emergent heterodox economists to find their own way in the absence of formal training programs, and to spur the development of mixed methods training in existing programs.

I am greatly honored to have worked with Fred in the past and on this final project.

Bruce Cronin
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